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ABSTRACT 
 
Name  : Yusuf 
Reg. number : A. 02 001 03 033 
Title  : Bound Morphemes in English and in Bimanese 
    ( A Comparative Analysis ) 
 
The objective of this thesis are to explain the similarities of bound morphemes in 
English and in Bimanese. 
 
This thesis talks about, bound morphemes in English and in Bimanese, A 
comparative Analysis. The problem in this thesis what are the similarities between 
English and Bimanese bound morphemes ?.  
 
The method of this research is descriptive method. The writer took the data from 
some books, and informants about bound morphemes and then analyzed at whole by 
using comparative analysis. 
 
The findings of this thesis were illustrates the prefixes and suffixes process to form 
new words in both language English and Bimanese. 
 
Prefixes and suffixes in English and in Bimanese which can form verb are : un-, dis-, 
er-, de-, mal-, for-, en-, be-, co-, -en, -ate, -(i)fy, -ish, -e, -de, -ive- and –est. While in 
Bimanese prefixes and suffixes which can form new verb are : ka-, ra-, ti-, ta-, na-, 
mara-, mada-, maka-, taka-, -dusi, -kuni, -mpa, -na, and nani.  
 
The similarities of bound morphemes in Englsh and in Bimanese which can farm 
verb are : -un(-mada), dis-(na), prefix de-(maka-), prefix en-(ra-), prefix be-(mara-), 
prefix re-(taka-), prefix mal-(ka-), prefix co-(ta-), prefix for-(dapu-), suffix –(i)fy 
(-dusi), suffix –ish(-mpa), suffix –ive(-na), and suffix –est(-nani). 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
Language is very important in human life. Because it is used a means of 
communication in daily life. Through language we can understand what other people think 
and feel, in return they can understand our thought and feeling. By language we can gain 
knowledge and understand the world around us. We use language as a key to learn science 
and technology such as linguistics, philosophy, politics, engineering, sociology, economy, 
and mathematics.( Suherman, 2005 : 2 ). 
Language cannot be separated from life. Because every people uses language to 
communicate with one another, and it is very essential. We can imagine if language does 
not exist people are not able to interact each other easily and cannot obtain what they need, 
because language is an instrument to form mind and feeling. ( Syamsuri, 1991 : 4 ). 
Bimanese and English are two different languages in which the first language is 
regional language and the second one is an international language. English as a foreign 
language has been  studied more and more by many people for various reasons in recent 
year for example many students in Indonesia study English for be a teacher, a guide and a 
transtlater. 
In the Indonesian education context, one of the important subject is English. 
Because English is the international and foreign language which plays an important role as 
a tool of communication in the world particularly in the Indonesian society.  
Based on the fact above, we have realized that English is very important for 
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developing countries like Indonesia. Because English is so widely spoken. It has often 
been referred to as a "world language", the lingua franca of the modern era. While English 
is not an official language in most countries. It is currently the language which is most 
often taught as a second language around the world. ( Graddol, 1997 : 15 ). 
In Indonesia, Bima is one of the regions in the West Nusa Tenggara that is located 
in Sumbawa Island by area 4.569 km². It  has local  language and it also has same position 
as other region language in Indonesia. Bimanese is a mother tongue which is used a means 
of  instrument communication in daily activities.  
Bimanese is one of among regional languages which is only used orally. It consists 
of some dialects, and one of the Bimanese dialects which is widely used is Mbojo dialect. 
Therefore, this dialect is one of the dialects which has primary function in social life of 
Bimanese, while there are many people in Bima who speak this dialect. In rural region, 
Bimanese is still used as preface language in the first class at elementary school, but in the 
next class the preface language is changed into Indonesian. Bimanese which is used in 
some regions, like who live in hilly land and deep region. In these area, Bimanese always 
used Bimanese when they go to rice field, market, traditional ceremony, wedding 
ceremony, and art ceremony. On the other hand, for religion speech and healty presentation 
the Bimanese is used a mixture language namely Bimanese and Indonesian.( Suwondo, 
1979 : 102 ). 
 As we know that English has a grammatical structure of language, while in 
Bimanese has a grammatical structure of language also. Thus, based on the explanation 
above, the writer is interested in conducting a research and comparing the Bimanese and 
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English. Because to the writer‟s knowledge, very few studies that have been conducted on 
the comparison between English and Bimanese. Therefore, the writer is interested in doing 
research under title Bound Morphemes in English and in Bimanese (A Comparative 
Analysis).  
B. Problem Statement 
Based on the background above, the writer would like to formulate the problem 
statement of this study as follows:  
What are the similarities between  Bimanese and  English bound morphemes? 
C. Objective of the Study  
In relation to the problem statement above, the objective of research is:  
To explain the comparative and similarities of bound morphemes in Bimanese and in 
English. 
D. Significant of the Study 
The result of this analysis is expected to be useful for those who are learning 
English. It is also hoped that the result of this study can improve or increase  reader‟s 
ability in using the bound morpheme of verb form in English and in Bimanese. 
E. Scope of the Study 
Based on the problem and the objectives of the study, the writer  focuses the 
discussion on the bound morphemes in verb in English and verb in Bimanese. The 
form of the bound morphemes of verb in Bimanese will be compared with the form of 
the bound morphemes of verb in English.  
CHAPTER II 
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REVIEW OF  RELATED  LITERATURE 
A. Definition of Morphology 
Morphology is the study of word formation and the internal structure of word 
and the rules by which word are formed ( Fromkin and Rodman, 1973 : 158 ).  In other 
word, morphology is the study of morpms. Besides that, according to Robin, “morphology 
is the study of grammatical structure of words.” 
Based on explanation above, the writer concludes that morphology is the (study 
of the) internal morphological structure of words. In contrast with syntax, which is the 
(study of the) patterns in which words are combined with each other. Another kind of 
internal structure for words is phonology, but morphology is the special kind of structure 
whose patterns are directly relevant to either syntax or semantics; e.g. in tacks the 
phonological structure is exactly the same as for tax, but their morphological structures are 
different - two morphemes as against one.  
 On the definitions given above, we have two important things to clarify namely 
morphs or morphemes and words. For clarification, the following are given some 
important concept or morphemes and words, A word is a linguistic sign. It has the arbitrary 
union between the sounds ( form ) and meaning ( concept ) of the linguistic sign. 
B. Definition of morpheme 
According to Rasyid in his book “ Morphology to Syntax. Morpheme is the 
linguistic sign, a grammatical language in which cannot be further analyzed ( 1988 : 25 ). 
In other words morphemes is the smallest meaningful unit in the structures of language.( 
Gleason, 1961 : 53 ) 
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The smallest meaningful unit cannot be divided into the smallest ones without 
destroying or totally altering their meaning, for instance /write/ is a morpheme, it has a 
meaning, but if we divide the word write such as wri or te, both theme have no meaning. 
Any deviation of /write/ destroys or drastically alters the meaning. Therefore, /write/ 
qualifies under unit of the structure of the language. 
Based on the explanation above, it can be seen that a morpheme is a kind of form 
which cannot be divided into smaller forms. A morpheme may be a root or an affix and 
morpheme can be used as the functioning part of word for examples : eat + s, make + ing, 
learn + ed, ngaha + pu, weli + ra, ect, they can used as the functioning part of one word. 
If we look at the given examples we can see that some morphemes like eat, make, 
learn, ngaha, and weli can constitute word by themselves. Besides that there are other 
morphemes like un-, de-, dis-, en-,-ify, -er, ku-, na-, ra-, they are bound morphemes ; they 
are not words. They must be joined to other free morphemes( words ).  
According to Ba‟dulu in Akmajian, Demers and Harnish ( 1984 : 68 ) the  
classification of all morphemes as follows :  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 :  The Classification of Morphemes 
morphemes 
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free morphemes                     bound morphemes 
 
content words contracted           function words 
                                               affixes           bound base          forms 
 
 prefixes            suffixes 
 
 Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that morpheme is smaller unit 
in systematic language. So, morphemes can call as a minimal unit of meaning.   
C. The kinds of morphemes 
Morphemes may be classified into more than one dimention : 
1. Free morphemes is a morphemes which can stand independently or one that 
may constitute a word by itself. 
  Examples :  in English words  Eat, go, study, while in Bimanese words ngaha, 
lao and tana‟o, etc.     
2. Bound morphemes is a morphemes which cannot stand alone. It depands on its 
position in relation to the base, or one that appears with at least one other 
morpheme. 
 Examples :- ize in word “realize”,  - ify in word “justify”,  en – in word encase, 
re – in word “rewrite” , in Bimanese examples  si - in word “dubasi”, -ka in 
word “ngahaka”, -ma in word “hadema” , and ta- in word “talao” . (Rasyid, 
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1988 : 29 ). 
               Those morphemes can be called bound morph or affixes. Affixes is a letter or 
sound which is added to a word and which change the meaning or the function of word. 
Affix is a partial which can be put either at the end or first to the word to perform a new 
word or new idea. 
 The affixes are of two kinds namely inflexional affixes and derivational affixes.  
 An inflectional affix is an affix that : expresses a grammatical contrast that is 
obligatory for its stem's word class in some given grammatical context, does not change 
the word class of its stem, is typically located farther from its root than a derivational affix, 
and, produces a predictable, nonidiosyncratic change of meaning. 
Inflexional affixes consists of : 
1.  Markers for plural / s / 
The function of inflexional affix or bound morpheme  – s as plural can be seen 
in the following examples. 
Examples :  
a. Book  becomes  books 
b. Pen  becomes  pens 
c. Boy  becomes  boys 
d. teacher  becomes  teachers 
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 2.  Markers for the third person singular of the present tense / - s / 
  Examples : 
a. He eats a cake 
b. He hopes to pass his exam 
c. He looks at me 
d. She runs a way 
e. She washes her dress 
 3.   Markers for the continuous tenses / - ing / 
 Examples :  
a. I am going to faculty 
b. They are killing the dog 
c. She is studying English  
d. Rudi is writing a letter 
e. My mother is cooking a rice 
 4.  Markers for the past tense / - id /, / - ed /, /-t/ 
 
 For instances :  
a. Acted 
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b. Answered 
c. Arrived 
d. Believed 
e. Cured 
 5.  Markers for the passive or past participles / - id /, / - ed / 
 For instances : 
a. Visited 
b. Borrowed  
c. Accepted 
d. Compared 
e. Completed 
   The inflexional above carry grammatical meaning, but do not change the 
class of word to which they are joined. The inflexional affix form there is not found 
in Bimanese, so the writer will not discus it in this reseach. 
Derivational affixes: Derivational affix is when added to a word, make or 
derive a new word with a new meaning. 
Types of Derivational Affixes : 
• Derivational affixes are more diverse than inflectional affixes 
• All derivational affixes change the meaning of the word; but 
• Some derivational affixes change meaning in unpredictable ways 
• Some derivational affixes also change the word's part of speech. ( Lyons, 1990 ) 
Derivational affixes in English consists of prefixes and suffixes. They may 
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mark a change of the class of the words. 
1. Prefixes 
Prefix is a meaning unit which consists of one or more syllables which are added in 
front of the root to forming a new word. Prefix changes a meaning, but it does not 
change the class of word. According to Gleason ( 1971 : 59 ) that, prefix is affixes 
which precede the root or stem which they most closely associated. 
For examples :  
In English  
Prefixes  Roots    Derived  
Dis-  Connect‟menghubungkan‟ disconnect‟memisahkan‟ 
Re-  place‟menempatkan‟  replace‟menggantikan‟ 
Mal-  treat‟memperlakukan‟  maltreat’menganiaya‟ 
un-   cover‟menutupi‟  uncover‟mengungkap‟ 
de-   fend‟mengelak‟  defend‟mempertahankan‟ 
co-   operate‟menjalankan‟  cooperate‟bekerjasama‟ 
for-  bid‟menawar‟   forbid‟melarang‟ 
En-  Treat’memperlakukan‟ entreat‟memohon‟ 
In Bimanese 
Prefixes   Roots   Derived 
ka-  ncoki’menderita’   kancoki‟menganiaya’ 
ra-  cepe‟ganti’   racepe‟menggantikan‟ 
ti-  cola‟bayar‟   ticola‟tidak membayar‟ 
ma-  hade‟bunuh‟   mahade‟membunuh‟ 
ta-  bale‟lempar‟   tabale‟melempar bersama‟ 
na-  pesoweki‟menghindar‟ napesoweki‟mengelak‟ 
da-  weli‟membeli‟  daweli‟karena tidak membeli‟ 
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dima-  lao‟pergi‟   dimalao‟yang pergi‟ 
dika-  rawi‟membajak‟  dikarawi‟dikerjakan‟ 
mara-  mbei‟memberi‟  marambei‟yang telah memberi‟ 
mada-  ngaha‟makan‟  madangaha‟yang tidak makan‟ 
dara-  ndeu‟mandi‟ darandeu’yang tidak pernah mandi’ 
2.  Suffix  
 Suffixes is a meaning unit which adding after a root suffixation on the root may 
happen in verb, adjective, adverb, or noun. For examples in English suffix –ly in a 
word „strongly‟ it is a suffix which usually shows an adverb, sufffx –ion in a word 
„invetion‟ it is a suffix that shows a noun, suffix –ize in a word „specialize‟ shows that 
the word is a verb, and –al in a word „logical‟ shows an adjective ( Murniati, 1996 : 16 
), in Bimanese suffix, -kuro in a word „ngahakuro‟ shows that the word is question, 
suffix –ja in a word „laoja‟ shows that the word is a verb.etc  
Besides that morphemes differ in the typesof phonemes which comprise them, the 
relationship of the parts of morphemes to each other, and the manner in which morphemes 
are formally conneted with each other. 
The discussion is the divided into : 
1. The internal composition of morphemes which may be treated as follows : 
 a. Types of phonemes which compose morphemes as  
 - Segmental phonemes 
 For examples : The word verb „ read „ is added with –s ( third person singular 
marker ) it becomes reads. While work which followed by a past tense marker – ed 
become worked. 
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 - Suprasegmental phonemes 
 For instances : 
a. you „are going home ( in English ) 
b. you are „going home  
c. „malaokai ( in Bimanese ) 
d. malao‟kai 
 The raising intonation at the end of a sentence has different meaning from that 
which is falling, and this is meaningful. 
 Strees in English is phonemic. Different streeses can cause different meaning. 
2. The formal relationships of morphemes to each other are structural and position. The 
structural relationships of morpheme has two different morphemic types : Additive and 
replacive. 
     Additive morphemes include roots, prefixes, and suffixes. Roots constitute the 
basic core of most word. It somethings the number of root can be more than one in a single 
word. For instance : Breakwater, “ breakwater “ is the stem of breakwater, but breakwater 
does not consist of a single root. It consists of the root “ break “ and “ water “. ( Rasyid, 
1988 : 50 ) 
 Stem is the part of a word which consists of either a base or abase with and affix 
to which inflextional endings are edded. 
 Structural classification of stem a language can be classified as follows : 
a. Simple stems 
 Simple stems consists of a single morpheme for instance : sing, fight, arrive etc. 
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b. Derive stems 
 Derive stems consists of more than one morpheme. It can be devided into : 
1. Secondary derivational, in which only one immediate constituent is a stem, the other 
immediate constituent is derivational affix. For examples : singing, fights, arrived. 
 Sing, fight, and arrive are stem, and ing, s, and ed are derivational affix. 
2. Primary derived stems, in which immediated is a stem. This can devided into :  
a. Primary derivative, in which one immediate constituent is a derivational Affix   and 
the other is a root. 
    b. Root compound, in which neither immediate constituent is derivational affix. 
 Replacive morphemes is morpheme in which change part of base. 
 For examples : 
 - v   - f , in grief  becomes  grieve,  
  In half  becomes  halve 
 - z   - s , in advice  becomes  advise ; etc.   
 While, the example of  Bimanese about root compound there is not found 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
A. The Method of Research 
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In this research, the writer used a descriptive method, because it aims at describing 
and comparing a morphology, that is bound morphemes in English and Bimanese.   
B. Data Sources of the Research  
  The data sources in this research were books, theses, articles, papers, internet 
resources are needed, and met Bima people. 
C. Instrument of the Research 
  In collecting the data, the writer used note taking. It means the writer reads some 
sources from books, theses, and internet. The writer chose the data that are needed by 
noting which related with this reseach. 
D. Procedure of Data Collection 
The writer in this case collected the data from the firstly, read some grammar, 
morphology books and theses, Secondly, the writer met Bima people, Finally, data and 
information, and resources connecting to this theses, the writer collected them. 
E. Technique of Data Analysis 
 The data are from books, theses, and internet resources were tabulated, and 
analyzed by using comparative analysis. The writer compared between bound 
morphemes in both English and Bimanese to form new verbs. 
The formula as follows : 
 
ENGLISH  Prefixes + Base Form      =  Verb 
   Base Form + Suffixes      =  Verb  
BIMANESE  Prefixes + Base Form        =  Verb 
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   Prefix1 + Prefixe2 + Base Form =  Verb 
   Base Form + Suffixes                = Verb (Soeparman,1987:35 ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
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A. Findings 
 The writer presents and illustrates the affixation process to form new words with 
altering the meaning and identity of word in both English and Bimanese. 
 By adding affixation verb can be formed from verbs its self, the following are 
examples  of the affixation :  
a. Prefix un- in English and prefix mada- in Bimanese 
 Prefix mada- in Bimanese mean ‘ have not done’or  don’t do. 
 Examples :  
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Prefix : un- In „cover‟ =  uncover 
prefix : un- In „fold‟ =    unfold 
Prefix : un- in „load‟ =  unload 
Prefix : un- In „roll‟  =  unroll 
Prefix : un- In „settle‟ =  unsettle 
prefix : un- In „wrap‟ =  unwrap  
Prefix  : mada-  in „hengga‟  =  madahengga 
Prefix : mada-  in „kadala‟  =   madakadala 
Prefix : mada-  in „raka‟ = madaraka 
Prefix : mada-  in „luru‟ = madaluru 
Prefix : mada-  in „kataho‟  = madakataho 
Prefix : mada-in „tapa‟ = madatapa 
 
 
 
 
b. Prefix dis- In English, and prefix na- in Bimanese 
Prefix na- in Bimanese means „not happen or not’ 
Examples :  
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ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Prefix  : dis- in „charge‟ =  discharge 
Prefix  : dis- In „appoint‟ =   disappoint 
Prefix  : dis- In „connect‟ =   disconnect 
Prefix : na- in „co‟o‟ =   naco‟o 
Prefix : na- in „sinciade‟ =  nasinciade 
Prefix : na- in „cengga‟ =   nacengga 
 
c. Prefix re- in English and prefix taka- in Bimanese 
Prefix taka- in Bimanese means ‘ replay something or againt ‘ 
Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Prefix : re- In   „play‟ =   replay 
prefix : re- In „pose‟ =  repose 
prefix : re- In „solve‟ =  resolve 
prefix : re- In „strain‟=  restrain 
Prefix : taka- in „ula‟ =  takaula 
Prefix : taka- in „ndore‟=  takandore 
Prefix  : taka- in „mori‟ =    takamori 
Prefix : taka- in „mpa‟a‟=  takampa‟a 
 
d. Prefix mal- in English and prefix ka- in Bimanese 
Prefix ka- in Bimanese mean  
Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMENESE 
Prefix : mal- in „treat‟ =  maltreat Prefix : ka- in „ncoki‟=  kancoki 
 
e. Prefix de- in English and prefix maka- in Bimanese 
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        Prefix maka- in Bimanese mean ‘ which done badly’ 
Examples :  
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
prefix : de- In „form‟     =  deform 
prefix : de- In „generate‟= degenerate 
prefix : maka-   in „leli‟ = makaleli 
prefix : maka-   in „hampa‟= makahampa 
 
f. Prefix co- in English and prefix ta- in Bimanese 
      Prefix ta- in Bimanese mean „ (we) together 
 Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Prefix : co-     in „operate‟ =   cooperate 
prefix : co- In „exist‟     =     coexist 
  
Prefix  : ta- in „karawi‟ =  takarawi 
Prefix  : ta- in „mori‟  =  tamori 
Prefix  : ta- in „nge‟e‟ =  tange‟e 
 
g. Prefix for- in English and prefix dapu- in Bimaese 
  Prefix dapu- in Bimanese mean ‘before doing something’ 
 Examples :  
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
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Prefix : for- In „bid‟   =  forbid 
prefix : for- In „get‟   =  forget 
prefix : for- In „bear‟ =  forbear 
prefix : for- In „go‟   =  forgo 
Prefix : dapu- in „kanta‟  = dapukanta 
Prefix : dapu- in „raka‟ =   dapuraka 
Prefix : dapu- in „mbei‟ = dapunggana 
Prefix : dapu- in „lao‟ =    dapulao 
 
h. Prefix en- in English and prefix ra- in Bimanese 
Prefix ka- in Bimanese mean ‘soon doing’ 
 Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Prefix : en-  in „list‟   =  enlist 
prefix : en- In „treat‟ =    entreat 
prefix : en- In „trust‟ =  entrust 
Prefix : ra- in „tunti‟ =  ratunti 
prefix : ra- in „raho‟ =  raraho 
prefix : ra- in „imbi‟ =     raimbi 
 
i. Prefix be- in English and prefix mara- in Bimanese  
 Examples :   
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
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Prefix : be-  in   „come‟ =   become 
prefix : be- In „fall‟ =  befall 
prefix : be- In „grudge‟ = begrudge 
prefix : be- In „have‟ =  behave 
prefix : be- In „moan‟= bemoan 
prefix : be- In „set‟  =    beset 
Prefix : mara-   in „hade‟ = marahade 
prefix : mara- in „raka‟ =  mararaka 
prefix : mara- in „rampa‟=  mararampa 
prefix : mara- in „ntau‟ =   marantau 
prefix : mara- in „rungka‟=  mararungka 
prefix : mara- in „cepe‟ =  maracepe 
 
 
e. Suffix –en in English  
 Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Suffix : -en In   „like‟ =  liken 
Suffix : -en In   „live‟ =  liven 
Suffix : -en In   „rave‟ =  raven 
Suffix : -en In   „rip‟ =  ripen 
There is not found 
 
f. Suffix –ify in English, and suffix -dusi in Bimanese 
 Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Suffix : -ify In   „rate‟ =  ratify 
Suffix : -ify     In   „test‟ =  testify 
Suffix  : - dusi  „katu‟u‟  = katu‟udusi 
Suffix  : - dusi  „nakarombo‟  = nakarombodusi 
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g. Suffix –e in English 
 Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Suffix : -e In   „sing‟ =  singe 
Suffix : -e       In   „snip‟ =  snipe 
Suffix       : -e In   „spar‟ =  spare 
There is not found 
 
 
h. Suffix –de in English, and suffix –kuni in Bimanese 
     Suffix –kuni in Bimanese means ‘after doing. 
Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Suffix : -de In   „prove‟  =  provide Suffix  : -kuni  „ndeu‟  = ndeukuni 
 
i. Suffix –ish in English, and suffix –mpa in Bimanese 
     Suffix –mpa in Bimanese means ‘soon……..only  
Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Suffix : -ish In   „rave‟ =  ravish Suffix  : -mpa  „kasama‟  = kasamampa 
 
j. Suffix –ate in English 
Examples : 
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ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Suffix : -ate In   „perm‟ =  permeate There is not found 
 
k. Suffix –ive in English and suffix –na in Bimanese 
     Suffix –na in Bimanese means ‘doing something (causing)  
Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Suffix : -ive In   „forge‟ =  forgive Suffix  : -na  „kangampu‟  = kangampuna 
 
l. Suffix –est in English, and suffix –nani in Bimanese 
     Suffix –na in Bimanese means ‘ really have done something’ 
Examples : 
ENGLISH BIMANESE 
Suffix : -est In   „dig‟  =  digest Suffix  : -nani  „hade‟  =  hadenani 
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B. Discussions 
1. Prefix un- in English and prefix mada- in Bimanese 
These prefix give mean ‟don‟t do anything‟. It can form new verb from verbs. 
Examples : 
In English  
Prefix Roots (verb)   Derived  
   un-  cover‟menutupi‟  uncover‟tidak tertutup‟ 
mada- hengga‟membuka’  madahengga ’which don’t open’ 
 
Based on the example above, prefix un- in English which followed verb‟cover‟ 
became a new verb „uncover‟ and prefix mada- in Bimanese which combine with verb 
‘hengga‟ became a new verb „madahengga’ it can be seen that prefix for- in English and 
prefix taka- in Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self and not change the both 
prefix mean don’t do anything‟ althouth the root verbs look different. Only, in Bimanese 
there are two prefix namely prefix ma- which mean „that or which‟ and prefix da- which 
mean „not‟ but after it combine and became prefix mada-, so the mean of it is don‟t  do 
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anything,  same with prefix un- in English mean also. 
 
un-   fold‟menyilangkan‟  unfold‟ yang tidak membentangkan’ 
mada- kadala‟membentangkan’ madakadala‟which don’t to spread’  
 
 Based on the explanation above, prefix un- in English which combine with verb 
„fold‟ became unfold, and prefix mada-  in Bimanese which combine with verb „kadala‟ 
became madakadala. The both prefix have same mean namely „don’t do anything’ , only in 
this case, the both  root verbs not same meaning, but for the both  prefix and and derived 
means is same.   
 
un-  load‟membebani‟  unload‟mengeluarkan isi‟ 
mada- raka‟mendapatkan‟  madaraka‟which don’t get‟ 
  
After given examples above, it can be seen that both prefix un- in English and 
prefix mada in Bimanese can form a new verb.  only in this case, in Bimanese using 
combine prefix that is prefix ma- which meaning „that‟ or „which‟ and prefix da- which 
means „not‟, so the prefix mada- means „don‟t do anything‟,  after process affixation the 
both prefix that form a new verb not same in derived, but not change the both prefix mean 
namely „ don‟t do anything‟. 
 
un-  roll‟menggulingkan‟  unroll‟membuka gulungan‟ 
mada- losa‟mengeluarkan‟  madalosa‟ which don’t give‟ 
  
After given example above, it can be seen that prefix un- in English which followed 
verb „roll‟ became a new verb „unroll‟and the prefix  will be found mean „don‟t do 
anything‟ same in Bimanese  also that 
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prefix mada- with combine verb‟losa‟ became a new verb „madalosa‟ which mean prefix 
mean „don‟t do anything‟ only, in Bimanese use combine prefix ma- and prefix da-. In 
english there is not found.  
 
un-  settle’membereskan‟  unsettle‟mengacaukan‟ 
mada- kataho‟memperbaiki‟  madakataho‟ which don’t repair‟ 
  
Based on the example above, prefix un- in English which followed verb „settle‟ 
became a new verb „unsettle‟ and prefix mada- in Bimanese which followed verb „kataho‟ 
became a new verb „madakataho‟. Althouth the both root verbs look different, but not 
change the both prefix mean namely don‟t do anything. 
   
un-  wrap’menyelimuti‟  unwrap‟membuka bungkusannya‟ 
mada- tapa‟menghalangi‟  madatapa‟ which don’t hamper‟ 
  
Based on the explanation above, the mean of the both  prefix un- in English and prefix 
mada- in Bimanese are don‟t do anything, and the both prefix can form a new verb from 
verb self.   
  
2. Prefix dis- in English and prefix na- in Bimanese  
These mean „separate‟or „not‟. It can forming new verb from verbs self 
Examples : 
   In English  
    Prefix  Root (verb)    Derived 
    Dis-   Charge‟mengisi(listrict)‟  discharge’membebaskan‟ 
   Na-   co‟o‟membiarkan‟   naco‟o‟release‟ 
  After see in the examples above, it can be seen that prefix dis- in English and prefix 
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na- in Bimanese in form new verb from verb self have same mean „not‟. Only, prefix na- in 
Bimanese sometimes have meant as „will‟ like in example „nangaha (akan makan)‟ 
 
    Dis-   Connect‟menghubungkan‟  disconnect‟memisahkan‟ 
    Na-   cengga‟membagi‟   nacengga‟separate‟ 
  
After reading the examples above, it can be seen that prefix na- in Bimanese which 
followed verb „cengga‟ became a new verb „nacengga‟  the Bimanese prefix not different 
with derived and prefix dis- in English which form a new verb ‘disconnect’ from root verb 
„connect‟. 
 
 Dis-   Appoint‟menentukan‟              disappoint‟mengecewakan’  
 Na-   sinciade‟kecewa‟   nasinciade‟disappoint‟  
After given examples above, it can be seen that both prefix dis- in English and na-  
in Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self, and the affixation process of both prefix 
there is not different  right in prefix mean or derived mean. 
3. Prefix re- in English and prefix taka- in Bimanese 
These prefixes mean‟againt‟. It can form  new verb from verb self 
 Examples  
 In English  
  Prefix  Root (verb)    Derived 
  Re-   Play‟mempermainkan‟  replay‟memainkan kembali‟ 
 Taka-  ula‟mengulang‟   takaula‟repeat again‟ 
   
Based on the examples above, prefix re- in English and prefix taka- in Bimanese  
same aims to form  new verbs, only in 
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Bimanese there is combine  prefix namely prefix ta- which mean ‘together ‟and prefix ka-, 
can mean „not happen‟, but the prefix taka- means „againt‟, same meaning with prefix re- 
in English, and in English there is not found  combine  prefix. 
 
Re-   Pose‟mempersembahkan‟  repose‟berbaring‟ 
Taka-  ndore‟tidur‟    takandore‟put to bed‟ 
  
Based on the example above, prefix re- in English which followed verb‟pose‟ 
became a new verb „repose‟ and prefix take- in Bimanese which combine with verb 
‘ndore‟ became a new verb „takandore’ it can be seen that prefix re- in English and prefix 
taka- in Bimanese can form a new verb from verr self and not change the both prefix mean 
‘againt‟ althouth the root verbs look different. 
Re-   Strain‟menegangkan‟   restrain‟mengendalikan‟ 
Taka-  mpa‟a‟bermain‟   takampa‟a‟replay’ 
 
After given example above, it can be seen that prefix un- in English which followed 
verb „strain‟ became a new verb restraint‟ and the prefix  will be found mean „againt‟ 
same in Bimanese  also that prefix taka- with combine verb‟mpa’a‟ became a new verb 
„takampa’a‟ which mean prefix mean „againt‟ only, in Bimanese use combine prefix ta- 
and prefix ka-. In english there is not found.  
 
Re-   solve‟memecahkan‟   resolve‟menentukan‟ 
Taka-  mori‟hidup‟    takamori‟inflame‟ 
  
    Based on the example above, prefix re- in English which followed verb‟solve‟ 
became a new verb „resolve‟ and prefix take- in Bimenese which combine with verb ‘mori‟ 
became a new verb „takamori’ it can be seen that prefix re- in English and prefix taka- in 
Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self and not change the both prefix mean 
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‘againt‟ althouth the root verbs look different. 
 
4. Prefix mal- in English and prefix ka- in Bimanese 
These prefixes mean  „bad‟. It can form verb from verb self. 
   Examples : 
In English 
Prefix  Roots (verb)   Derived  
Mal-  treat‟memperlakukan‟  maltreat’menganiaya‟  
   Ka-  ncoki‟menderita‟  nakancoki‟maltreat‟   
 After given examples above, it can be seen that both prefix mal- in English and ka- 
in Bimanese can form a new verb. 
5. Prefix de- in English and prefix maka- in Bimanese  
These prefixs give mean „cause something to be lost‟. It can forming new verb 
from verbs. 
Examples : 
In English 
Prefix  Roots (verbs)   Derived  
de-  form‟membentuk‟  deform‟merusak bentuk‟ 
maka- leli’menghancurkan‟  makaleli‟which have shattered‟ 
 Based on the explanation above, prefix de- in English which combine with verb 
„form‟ became deform, and prefix maka-  in Bimanese which combine with verb „leli‟ 
became makaleli. The both prefix have same mean namely „cause something to be lost’ , 
only in this case, the both  root verbs not same meaning, but not change the prefix means.    
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de-  generate’membangkitkan‟ degenerate‟memburuk‟ 
maka- hampa’membatasi‟  makahampa‟which have limited‟ 
Based explanation above, prefix de- in English and prefix maka- in Bimanese can 
form a new verb, only in Bimanese using combine  prefix namely prefix ma- and prefix ka-
, and in English there is not found. 
6. Prefix co- in English and prefix ta- 
These prefixs mean „doing something together‟. It can forming new verb from 
verbs. 
Examples : 
In English 
 
Prefix Roots (verbs)   Derived 
   co-  operate‟menjalankan‟  cooperate‟bekerjasama‟ 
ta-  karawi‟bekerja‟  takarawi‟cooperate‟ 
 Based on the explanation above, it can be seen that prefix ta- in Bimanese can form 
a new verb same what prefix co- in English means, prefix co- in English which combine 
with verb „operate‟ became a new verb „cooperate‟ have same mean with prefix ta- in 
Bimanese which followed verb „karawi‟ became takarawi, and in derived mean is same 
also. 
co-  exist‟bertahan untuk hidup‟ coexist‟hidup bersama‟  
ta-  mori‟hidup‟   tamori’coexist‟ 
 Based on the explanation above, it can be seen that prefix ta- in Bimanese can form 
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a new verb same what prefix co- in English means. prefix co- in English which combine 
with verb „exist‟ became a new verb „coexist‟ have same mean with prefix ta- in Bimanese 
which followed verb „mori‟ became a new verb „tamori‟, and in derived mean is same also. 
7. Prefix for – in English and prefix dapu- in Bimanese 
These prefixs mean „contrary to‟, or  „before‟. It can forming new verb from verb 
Examples : 
In English 
Prefix  Roots (verbs)   Derived  
for-  bid‟menawar‟   forbid‟melarang‟ 
dapu- kanta‟melarang‟  dapukanta‟before forbid‟ 
 Based on the example above, prefix for- in English which followed verb‟bid‟ 
became a new verb „forbid‟ and prefix dapu- in Bimenese which combine with verb 
‘kanta‟ became a new verb „dapukanta’ it can be seen that prefix for- in English and prefix 
taka- in Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self and not change the both prefix mean 
before‟ althouth the root verbs look different. Only, in Bimanese there are two prefix 
namly prefix da- which mean „because not‟ and prefix pu- which mean „soon‟but after it 
combine and became prefix dapu-, so the mean of it is before same with prefix for- in 
English mean also. 
 
for-  bear‟melahirkan‟  forbear‟mengelak‟ 
dapu- nggana‟melahirkan‟  dapunggana‟before bear’  
Based on the explanation above, prefix for- in English which combine with verb 
„bear‟ became forbear, and prefix  dapu-  in Bimanese which combine with verb „nggana‟ 
became dapunggana. The both prefix have same mean namely „before’ , only in this case, 
the both  root verbs not same meaning, but not change the prefix means.   
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for-  get‟memperoleh‟  forget‟melupakan’   
dapu- raka‟mendapatkan‟  dapuraka’before get‟  
Based on the example above, prefix for- in English which followed verb‟get‟ 
became a new verb „forget‟ and prefix dapu- in Bimenese which combine with verb 
‘kanta‟ became a new verb „dapuraka’ it can be seen that prefix for- in English and prefix 
taka- in Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self and not change the both prefix mean 
before‟ althouth the root verbs look different. Only, in Bimanese there are two prefix 
namly prefix da- which mean „because not‟ and prefix pu- which mean „soon‟but after it 
combine and became prefix dapu-, so the mean of it is before same with prefix for- in 
English mean also. 
 
8.   Prefix en- in English and prefix ra- in Bimanese 
 These prefix mean ‟do activity‟. This prefix can forming new verb from verbs self 
Examples : 
In English 
   Prefix  Roots(verb)   Derived  
En-   list‟miring‟   enlist‟mendaftarkan diri‟ 
Ra-   tunti’menulis‟   ratunti‟writting‟ 
Based on the explanation above, prefix for- in English which combine with verb 
„list‟ became enlist, and prefix  ra-  in Bimanese which combine with verb „tunti‟ became 
ratunti. The both prefix have same mean namely „do activity’ , only in this case, the both  
root verbs not same meaning, but not change the prefix means.   
 
En-   Treat’memperlakukan‟ entreat‟memohon‟ 
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Ra-   raho‟meminta‟   raraho’entreat‟ 
Based on the explanation above, it can be seen that prefix ra- in Bimanese can form 
a new verb same what prefix en- in English means. prefix en- in English which combine 
with verb „list‟ became a new verb „enlist‟ have same mean with prefix ra- in Bimanese 
which followed verb „raho‟ became a new verb „raraho‟, and in derived mean is same 
also. 
En-   Trust‟mengandalkan‟  entrust‟mempercayakan‟ 
Ra-   imbi‟mempercayai‟  raimbi‟entrust‟ 
Based on the explanation above, it can be seen that prefix ra- in Bimanese can form 
a new verb same what prefix en- in English means. prefix en- in English which combine 
with verb „list‟ became a new verb „entrust‟ have same mean with prefix ra- in Bimanese 
which followed verb „imbi‟ became a new verb „raimbi‟, and in derived mean is same also. 
9. prefix be- in English, and prefix mara- in Bimanese 
 These prefixes mean‟ thoroughly or to make „. It can form verb from verb self. 
Examples : 
   Prefix  Roots(verb)   Derived  
 Be-   come‟datang‟   become‟menjadi‟ 
 Mara-  hade’membunuh‟  marahade‟which have killed‟ 
Based on the explanation above, it can be seen that prefix be- in Bimanese can form 
a new verb same what prefix mara- in English means. prefix en- in English which combine 
with verb „come‟ became a new verb „become‟ have same mean with prefix mara- in 
Bimanese which followed verb „hade‟ became a new verb „marahade‟. 
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 Be-   have‟mempunyai‟  behave ‘berkelakuan‟ 
 Mara-  ntau‟memiliki‟   marantau‟which have‟ 
Based on the explanation above, it can be seen that prefix be- in Bimanese can form 
a new verb same what prefix mara- in English means. prefix en- in English which combine 
with verb ‘have‟ became a new verb ‘behave‟ have same mean with prefix mara- in 
Bimanese which followed verb „ntau‟ became a new verb „marantau‟. 
 Be-   moan‟‟    bemoan‟meratapi‟ 
 Mara-  rungka’menggantikan’ mararungka‟which change‟ 
Based on the explanation above, it can be seen that prefix be- in Bimanese can form 
a new verb same what prefix mara- in English means. prefix en- in English which combine 
with verb ‘moan‟ became a new verb ‘bemoan‟ have same mean with prefix mara- in 
Bimanese which followed verb „rungka‟ became a new verb „mararungka‟. 
 
10. Suffix –en 
 This suffix means „made of‟ 
 Examples : 
In English 
Suffix  Roots(verbs)   Derived  
-en   like‟menyukai‟  liken’menyamakan‟ 
     Live‟‟      liven’meningkatkan hidup‟ 
    Rave‟meracau‟    raven‟mencari  mangsa‟ 
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      Rip‟meledakkan‟    ripen‟mematangkan‟ 
  Based on the example above, it can be seen that suffix –er  which combine with 
some verbs, like, live, rave, and rib, can form new verbs, but in this case, the meaning of 
suffix there is not found in Bimanese.  
 
11. Suffix –(i)fy in English and suffix –dusi in Bimanese 
 These suffix mean‟to make‟ 
  Examples : 
In English  
Suffix Root (verb)  Derived  
-(i)fy  rate‟memarahi‟   ratify’menguatkan‟ 
- dusi   katu‟u‟’membangun‟   katu‟udusi‟build‟ 
Based on the example above, word rate in English which followed suffix –(i)fy 
became a new verb „ratify‟ and word katu‟u  in Bimenese which combine with suffix -dusi  
became a new verb „katu’udusi’ it can be seen that suffix –(i)fy in English and suffix –dusi 
in Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self and not change the both suffisx  mean to 
make,  althouth the root verbs look different. Only, in Bimanese there are two suffix 
namely suffix –du and  suffix –si, but in English there is not found . 
 
-(i)fy  Test‟menguji‟   testify‟menunjukan‟ 
- dusi    nakarombo’meluruskan‟   nakarombodusi 
Based on the example above, word test in English which followed suffix –(i)fy 
became a new verb „testify‟ and word nakarombo  in Bimenese which combine with suffix 
-dusi  became a new verb „nakarombo’ it can be seen that suffix –(i)fy in English and 
suffix –dusi in Bimanese can form a new 
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verb from verb self and not change the both suffix mean to make,  althouth the root verbs 
look different. Only, in Bimanese there are two suffix namely suffix –du and  suffix –si, 
but in English there is not found . 
 
12. Suffix –e  
  Examples : 
In English  
Suffix Roots (verbs)   Derived  
- e sing’menyanyi‟  singe’membakar‟ 
snip’menggunting‟  snipe’menembak sembunyi-sembunyi‟ 
spar‟bertinju‟    spare’mengampuni’ 
  Based on the example above, it can be seen that suffix –er  which combine with 
some verbs, sing, snip, and spar,  can form  new verbs, but in this case, the meaning of 
suffix there is not found in Bimanese.  
13. suffix –de in English and suffix –kuni in Bimanese 
 These suffix mean’result of action’ 
      Examples : 
      In English  
 Suffix Roots (verbs)   Derived  
-de  prove’membuktikan‟    provide’menyediakan‟ 
-kuni   ndeu’mandi‟      ndeukuni’bath someone‟ 
Based on the example above, word  prove in English which followed suffix –de 
became a new verb „provide‟ and word ndeu  in Bimenese which combine with suffix  -
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kuni  became a new verb ‘ndeukuni’ it can be seen that suffix –de in English and suffix    –
kuni in Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self  and not change the both suffix mean 
to make,  althouth the root verbs look different. Only, in Bimanese there are two suffix 
namely suffix –ku and  suffix –ni, but in English there is not found . 
14. suffix –ish in English and suffix –mpa in Bimanese 
 These suffix mean‟resembling‟ 
 Examples : 
 In English  
 
Suffix Roots (verbs)   Derived  
-ish  rave‟mengigau‟    ravish’menarik hati‟ 
   -mpa   kasama‟mengabungkan‟  kasamampa’make the same‟ 
Based on the example above, word rave in English which followed suffix –ish 
became a new verb „ravish‟ and word kasama  in Bimenese which combine with suffix -
mpa  became a new verb „kasamampa’ it can be seen that suffix –ish in English and suffix 
–mpa in Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self  and not change the both suffix  
mean resembling,  althouth the root verbs look different.  
 
15. suffix –ate in English 
 This suffix mean‟cause‟ or „to make’  
 Examples : 
 In English  
Suffix Roots (verbs)   Derived  
-ate  perm’mengeriting rambut‟  permeate’meresab‟ 
  Based on the example above, it can be seen that suffix –ate  which combine with 
verb perm can form new verb, but in this 
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case, the meaning of suffix there is not found in Bimanese.  
 
16. suffix –ive  in English and suffix –na in Bimanese 
 These suffix mean‟causing or like‟ 
 Examples : 
 In English 
Suffix Roots (verbs)   Derived  
-ive  forge‟meniru‟    forgive’memaafkan‟ 
-na    kangampu’meminta maaf‟  kangampuna‟forgive‟ 
Based on the example above, word forge in English which followed suffix –ive 
became a new verb „forgive‟ and word kangampu  in Bimenese which combine with suffix 
-na  became a new verb „kangampuna’ it can be seen that suffix –ive in English and suffix 
–na in Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self  and not change the both suffix  mean 
causing,  althouth the root verbs look different.  
 
17. suffix –est  in English and suffix –nani in Bimanese 
 These suffix mean‟one who‟ 
 Examples : 
 In English 
Suffix Roots (verbs)   Derived  
-est  dig’menusuk‟    digest’mencernakan‟ 
-nani   hade’membunuh‟      hadenani‟who killed‟ 
Based on the example above, verb dig  in English which followed suffix –est 
became a new verb „digest‟ and verb hade  in Bimenese which combine with suffix -nani  
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became a new verb „hadenani’ it can be seen that suffix –est  in English and suffix –nani in 
Bimanese can form a new verb from verb self  and not change the both suffix  mean  one 
who,  althouth the root verbs look different. Only, in Bimanese there are two suffix namely 
suffix –na and  suffix –ni, but in English there is not found . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
After discussing the discuss in previous chapter, the writer comes to the 
conclusion and suggestion as follows : 
1. CONCLUSION 
a. Bound morphemes in English consists of suffix and prefix, while in 
Bimanese consists of suffix and prefix also. 
b. The affixation process in forming new verb in English can be 
formed from verb itself, while affixation process in forming new 
verb in Bimanese can be formed from verb itself also. 
c. The similarities bound morphemes in English and Bimanese in 
forming verb from verb self  are : prefix un- (mada-), prefix dis-  
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(na-), prefix de- (maka-), prefix en- (ra-), prefix be- (mara-), prefix 
re- (taka-), prefix mal-  (ka-), prefix co- (ta-), prefix for- (dapu-), 
prefix dis- (na-), suffix –ify (-dusi), suffix –ish (-mpa), suffix –ive (-
na), suffix –est (-nani)    
d. In Bimanese prefix or suffix there are which can be combined, but in 
English there is not found. 
e. In English, suffix –er which has meaning, repeatedly, suffix –en 
which has meaning ‟made of‟ and suffix –ate which has meaning 
„cause or to make‟ are not found in Bimanese.  
2. SUGGESTION 
a. The writer relized that so many mistakes which had been done in this 
research, so that the writer suggests to the next researchers who want 
to take the same object with my study, to more focus their research 
on the bound morphemes in forming adjectives and nouns between 
English and Bimanese, because the writer just focuses on bound 
morphemes in forming verb in English and Bimanese. 
b. The writer hopes to next researchers in order to be able to do 
research on morphology widely that can give constribution to 
readers. 
c. In writing this research the writer realized also that this research is 
not perfect, there are many weakneses. So the writer will accept any 
critism on this research in order to achieve its completion and for the 
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save of  learners who wants to study both English and Bimanese 
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